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Abstract—How to balance the diversity and convergence plays
an important role on the performance of a multiobjective evolutionary optimizer. Due to the loss of selection pressure and the
exponential expansion in the high-dimensional objective space,
it is even more difﬁcult for an optimizer to balance between
convergence and diversity for a many-objective optimization
problem. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a cache
mechanism to improve the convergence and a coverage-based
method for maintaining better diversity. Based on these two
mechanisms, a many-objective evolutionary algorithm is further
proposed. The experimental studies are conducted to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

A multiobjective optimization problem (MOP) can be deﬁned as follows:
(1)

where Ω is the decision space, F : Ω → Rm consists of m
real-valued objective functions. The attainable objective set is
{F (x)|x ∈ Ω}. Let u, v ∈ Rm , u is said to dominate v, denoted by u ≺ v, if and only if ui ≤ vi for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
and uj < vj for at least one index j ∈ {1, . . . , m}1 . A
solution x∗ ∈ Ω is Pareto-optimal to (1) if there exists no
solution x ∈ Ω such that F (x) dominates F (x∗ ). The set
of all the Pareto-optimal points is called the Pareto set (PS)
and the set of all the Pareto-optimal objective vectors is the
Pareto front (PF) [1]. A Pareto front approximation apparently
can be very helpful for decision makers to understand the
tradeoff relationship among different objectives and choose
their preferred solutions. Over the past decades, multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been recognized as a
major methodology for approximating the PFs in multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs) [2]–[4].
In MOEAs, selection is of great importance for the performance of MOEAs. Usually, it is desirable to balance between
convergence and diversity for obtaining good approximation
1 In

II. M AOEA-CC
In this section, we ﬁrstly introduce the method to evaluate
the diversity and improve the convergence, which is the main
contributions of this paper. Then, these two methods are
embedded in a dominance-based MOEA.
A. Density estimation based on coverage
It is well-known that a set of uniformly distributed reference
vectors can divide the objective space into subregion [7], [8].
Given a solution set S, to evaluate the diversity of these
solutions, a set of uniformly distributed reference vectors V
(|V | = |S|) are ﬁrstly generated by the method in [9] or [10].
Then, each reference vector in V ﬁnds its nearest solution.

the case of maximization, the inequality signs should be reversed.
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to the set of Pareto optimal solutions [5]. Convergence can be
measured as the distance of solutions towards the PF, which
should be as small as possible. Diversity can be measured
as the spread of solutions along the PF, which should be as
uniform as possible.
It is usually even more difﬁcult for a MOEA to address
many-objective optimization problems (MaOPs), i.e., MOPs
with more than three objectives, which are very common in the
real-world applications. For dominance-based MOEAs [3], [6],
it becomes increasingly difﬁcult to keep the selection pressure
of nondominated solutions in the high-dimensional objective
space, which makes them ineffective, in terms of maintaining
the convergence. In addition, the density estimation of the
population in MaOPs also becomes more difﬁcult for the
diversity maintenance.
In this paper, we propose a many-objective evolutionary
algorithm based on coverage and cache strategy (MaOEA-CC).
In MaOEA-CC, the density of a solution in the population is
evaluated by the number of reference vectors covered by it and
the convergence is further improved by a cache strategy. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates
the MaOEA-CC. In Section III, the systematic experiments are
conducted to verify the effectiveness of MaOEA-CC. Finally,
Section IV concludes this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION

minimize F (x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fm (x))T
subject to x ∈ Ω
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Algorithm 1: Set Coverage (S ET C OVERAGE)
Input:
 1 2

N
• Solution set S : s , s , . . . , s
 1 2

M
• Reference vectors V : λ , λ , . . . , λ
.
Output: c.
T
1 Initialize c : (c1 , c2 , . . . , cN ) , and each ci = 0;
2 for i = 1 to M do
3
im = ∞, θm = ∞;
4
foreach sj ∈ S do
5
θj = angle(sj , λi );
6
if θj < θm then
7
im = j;
8
θm = θj ;
9
end
10
end
11
cim = cim + 1;
12 end
13 return c;
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Fig. 1: An illustration of diversity evaluation by coverage
method.

If the nearest solution of a reference vector λ is s, we say
that s covers λ. In this case, one solution can cover different
number of reference vectors and one reference vector can
only have one nearest solution. If a solution covers more than
one reference vectors, it must be located in a sparse region.
The number of reference vectors covered by a solution is
called coverage of the solution. For instance, in Fig. 1, the
solution s4 is a good solution because it covers two reference
vectors while s6 is considered as a bad solution as it covers
no reference vectors, in terms of diversity.
The pseudocode of set coverage for solutions in S is given
by the Algorithm. 1. Each reference vector λi ﬁnds its closest
solution sim , where im is the index of the closest solution.
The coverage of solution sim , denoted by cim , is incremented
by one accordingly. The closeness between a reference vector
λi and solution sj is represented by the angle between them,
which is deﬁned as follows:
angle(λi , F (sj )) = arccos(

(λi )T · (F (sj ) − z ∗ )
)
λi F (sj ) − z ∗ 

At ﬁrst, the norm and radian functions should be deﬁned.
In Algorithm 2, the norm of a solution s is deﬁned as the
norm from the function vector of s to ideal point which can
be formulated as follows:
norm(s) = F (s) − z ∗ 
i

(3)
j

The radian between two solutions, s and s , is deﬁned as
follows accordingly:
radian(si , sj ) = min{norm(si ), norm(sj )} × angle(si , sj )
(4)
For each solution sci in C, its nearest solution sm in S is
found ﬁrstly. Then, if norm(sci ) is less than norm(sm ) and
the difference value of them is larger than the radian of sm
and sci , then sm is replaced by sci . In fact, norm(sci ) <
norm(sm ) means that the convergence of sci is better than
sm ; |norm(sm ) − norm(sci )| > radian(sm , sci ) means the
improvement of convergence is larger than the degeneration
of diversity; thus we use sci to replace sm .

(2)

∗ T
) is the ideal objective vector with
where z ∗ = (z1∗ , z2∗ , ..., zm
∗
zi = minx∈Ω fi (x), i = {1, 2, ..., m}.

B. Improving convergence based on cache strategy
In the previous dominance-based MOEAs, to select a solution set S (size of N ) from a merged solution set U ( |U | > N ),
the Pareto dominance is used as the ﬁrst selection criterion and
diversity maintenance mechanism is applied as the secondary
selection criterion. The unselected solutions in U (denoted
by C = U \ S) are discarded. As the selection pressure
of Pareto dominance becomes increasingly weak in MaOPs,
the secondary diversity maintenance mechanism becomes the
major selection operator. Under this circumstance, solutions
that have much better convergence and slightly worse diversity
are very likely to be discarded. A simple cache strategy is
adopted to avoid this issue, where the solutions is saved in
an archive (cache set) C, instead of discarding directly. Given
a solution set S and a cache set C, the procedure of cache
strategy can be described as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Cache strategy (C ACHE)
Input:
• S : The current population.
• C : The cache population.
Output: S : The updated population.
ci
1 foreach s ∈ C do
// find the nearest solution in S
2
sm = argminsm ∈S angle(sm , sci );
3
if norm(sci ) < norm(sm )∧
4
|norm(sm ) − norm(sci )| > radian(sm , sci ) then
5
sm = sci ;
6
end
7 end
8 return S;
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TABLE I: The population size of different objective problems

C. The framework of MaOEA-CC
In this section, the coverage-based diversity maintenance
mechanism and cache strategy are integrated into a dominancebased MOEA framework, to address MaOPs. The framework
of MaOEA-CC is the same as the classical MOEA NSGAII [3], which is described as follows. A population S is
initialized randomly and then the reproduction and selection
methods are applied iteratively until the stop criterion is
fulﬁlled. In MaOEA-CC, SBX crossover [11] and polynomial
mutation [12] are used to generate new solutions.

# of objectives

3

5

8

10

population size

300

210

156

275

order. It should be noted that some of the solutions may have
the same coverage values. So all the solutions in Fl are divided
into a group of solution sets (SF1 , SF2 , ...) according to their
coverage values. All the solutions in a SFi have the same
coverage values and the solutions in front SF have larger
coverage values. After that, solutions from (SF1 , SF2 , ...) are
added to S until |S|+|SFi | = N . If |S| is less than N , N −|S|
solutions should be selected from the last solution set SFl .
For this purpose, we use the angle-based-selection, which
is used in [13]. For the i-th solution in SF , the θi is used
to record the minimal angle to its nearest solution in S. The
solution with maximal θ is added to S and deleted from SF
one by one until the population size of S reaches N .
If the angle between each solution in SF and the newly
added solution x is less than its previous θ, then the θ is
updated by the new angle value.
After the above procedures, the new offspring population
S contains N individuals. Furthermore, to maintain better
convergence, some solutions from Fl \ S is used to replace
the solutions in S based on cache strategy, by calling the
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 3: Selection procedure (S ELECTION)
Input:
• U : The merged population;
• V : The reference vector set;
Output: S: The elite population.
1 (F1 , F2 , ...) = N ONDOMINATED -R ANKING (U) ;
2 S = Φ, i = 1;
3 while |S| + |Fi | ≤ N do
4
S = S ∪ Fi and i = i + 1 ;
5 end
6 if |S| = N then
7
return S ;
8 end
9 Fl = Fi ;
10 c = S ET C OVERAGE (S ∪ Fl ,V) ;
/* Descending sort Fl according to c
values. SFi is the set in which the
solution have the same c.
*/
11 (SF1 , SF2 , ...) = S ORTING (Fl );
12 i = 1;
13 while |S| + |SFi | ≤ N do
14
S = S ∪ SFi and i = i + 1 ;
15 end
16 SFl = SFi ;
17 if |S| < N then
18
S = A NGLE S ELECTION (S, SFl );
19 end
20 S = C ACHE (S,Fl \ S) ;
21 return S;

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two widely used test suites, DTLZ [14] and WFG [15], are
used for our empirical studies. The number of objectives are
set to 3,5,8 and 10. The population size for different problems
are given in Table I.
Two performance metrics, inverted generational distance
(IGD) [5] and Hypervolume (HV) [16], are used to compare
the performance of the different algorithms.
Three
many-objective
evolutionary
algorithms
(MOEA/D [4], NSGA-III [10] and MOEA/DD [7]) are
used to compare with MaOEA-CC. For all the four compared
MOEAs, the crossover probability pc is set to 1 and the
distribution index ηc is set to 30; the mutation probability
pm is set to 1/l, where l is the number of decision variables
and its distribution index ηm is set to 20. In MOEA/D and
MOEA/DD, the neighborhood size T is set to 20, and the
penalty parameter θ for PBI is set to 5. The neighborhood
selection probability for MOEA/DD is set to 0.9. Each test
instance is run 30 times independently and the maximum
number of generations is set to 1000.
IGD is used to evaluate the performance of all the compared
algorithms on DTLZ test suite while HV is used for WFG test
suite, whose true PFs are unknown. 2
The ﬁnal ranking according to IGD or HV of all the DTLZ
and WFG problems obtained by four algorithms are plotted in
Fig. 2. The problem DTLZ1-3 means the 3 objective DTLZ1.

The main different from NSGA-II is selection procedure
which is shown in Algorithm 3. the fast non-dominated
sorting [3] is applied ﬁrstly to divide the merged population
U into a number of fronts {F1 , F2 , . . . }. For each solution
y in Fj , a solution x in Fi is found which dominates y if
i < j. All the solutions in the same front are nondominated to
each other. Each non-dominated front Fi , starting from F1 , is
selected one by one to form the offspring population S until
|S| + |Fl | > N . All the solutions in the last front Fl are not
able to be added to S completely; instead, N − |S| solutions
are selected from Fl and added to S.
To select solutions from Fl , the coverage for each solution
is calculated by calling the Algorithm 1. Then, the solutions in
Fl are sorted based on their coverage values in a descending

2 The reference points of HV are set as (3, 5, ..., 2m + 1)T , where m is
the number of objectives.
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Fig. 2: The ranking of all the DTLZ and WFG problems with different number of objective obtained by 4 algorithms.
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It can be seen that MaOEA-CC has the better comprehensive
performance. The mean rankings of MOEA/D, MOEA/DD,
NSGA-III and MaOEA-CC are 3.1, 2.5 2.4 and 1.9, respectively.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an evolutionary many-objective
optimization algorithm based on coverage and cache strategy (MaOEA-CC). The cache strategy method is used to
improve the convergence by archiving solutions with much
better convergence and slightly worse diversity; while the
coverage-based method helps maintain better diversity. The
experimental results show that the MaOEA-CC has better
overall performance than other three state-of-the-art MaOEAs.
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